What is integration management?

The integration managers support the individual integration process of refugees. The refugees receive support on topics such as:

- education/language
- work
- housing
- health
- finances
- social participation

The cooperation is voluntary for the refugee.

Social service

The social service has similar tasks as the integration management, but is responsible for refugees in the initial accommodation (community accommodation).
Networking

Integration managers are in constant contact with network partners, including:

- Municipal employees
- schools, day care centres
- authorities
- local civic networks
- helping circles
- Actors and sponsors in the urban districts

Goals

- Promote independence and self-responsibility of refugees
- Accompaniment in the individual integration process

Your local contact

Integration management

**Allensbach**
Mohammadi, Azim
phone: 0172 8325590
a.mohammadi@caritas-kn.de

**Reichenau / Private residents in Constance / Emmishofer Str. 9 (ground floor)**
Winghofer, Eva
phone: 0152 56712029
e.winghofer@caritas-kn.de

**Private residents in Constance / Emmishofer Str. 9 (EG)**
Newe, Rebecca
Telefon: 0162 2789359
r.newe@caritas-kn.de

**Private residents in Constance**
Hornek, Adilia
phone: 0172 8612987
a.hornek@caritas-kn.de

**Flurweg 14, 14a / Mühlengasse 15-17 / Emmishofer Str. 9 (second floor)**
Favata, Fabiana
phone: 0176 18001620
fabiana.favata@LRAKN.de

**Luisenstraße 11 / Sonnenbühlstr 20 / Emmishofer Str. 9 (first floor)**
Camdzic, Kerma
phone: 0176 18001530
Kerma.camdzic@LRAKN.de

Community accommodation
(Social service)

**Max-Stromeyer-Straße 120 / Byk-Gulden-Str. 1**
William, Heba
phone: 0176 18001601
Heba.William@LRAKN.de

**Steinstraße 20 (A-E) / Stromeyersdorfstr. 3a**
Reichert, Markus
phone: 0170 9848816
Markus.Reichert@LRAKN.de

**Steinstraße 20 (F-Z)**
Knoblauch, Petra
phone: 0160 90582306
Petra.Knoblauch@LRAKN.de